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Abstract

In this article, we propose a novel stroke width transform (SWT) voting-based color reduction method for detecting
text in natural scene images. Unlike other text detection approaches that mostly rely on either text structure or color,
the proposed method combines both by supervising text-oriented color reduction process with additional SWT
information. SWT pixels mapped to color space vote in favor of the color they correspond to. Colors receiving high
SWT vote most likely belong to text areas and are blocked from being mean-shifted away. Literature does not explicitly
address SWT search direction issue; thus, we propose an adaptive sub-block method for determining correct SWT
direction. Both SWT voting-based color reduction and SWT direction determination methods are evaluated on binary
(text/non-text) images obtained from a challenging Computer Vision Lab optical character recognition database. SWT
voting-based color reduction method outperforms the state-of-the-art text-oriented color reduction approach.

Keywords: Text detection, Natural scene images, Stroke width transform, SWT, Color reduction, SWT voting,
SWT direction determination, SWT profiles, CVL OCR DB

1 Introduction
Text detection in natural scene images is a very
challenging task, far from being completely solved.
Complex backgrounds, uneven illumination, and
presence of almost unlimited number of text
fonts, sizes, and orientations pose great difficul-
ties even to state-of-the-art text detection methods.
Unlike document images, where text is usually super-
imposed on either blank or complex backgrounds
and is therefore more distinct [1-3], natural scene
images deal with scene text, which is already a part
of the captured scene and is often much less dis-
tinct. Nevertheless, text detection has become a very
popular research area due to its enormous poten-
tial in many applicative areas such as sign translation,
content-based web image searching, and assisting the
visually impaired.
State-of-the-art literature distinguishes between two

major text detection approaches: texture-based and
region-based. Texture-based methods [4-7] scan images
at different scales, inspect area under the sliding window
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for text-like features, and classify it as text/non-text. They
often lack precision and are relatively slow due to their
scale-space approach. Region-based methods [8-12], on
the other hand, work in a bottom-up fashion by select-
ing pixels (or regions) with typical text properties and
grouping them into connected components that are fur-
ther geometrically filtered and grouped into text lines
and/or words. Region-based methods are not limited
to text size/orientation and are (compared to texture-
based methods) faster. Flowchart of a typical region-
based method is depicted in Figure 1. Besides the afore-
mentioned approaches, hybrid approaches exist, which
exploit advantages of both texture-based and region-
based approaches [13].
In this article, we propose a stroke width transform

(SWT) voting-based color reduction method. It reduces
the number of initial colors in the original image to
only a few, typically less than 10, while preserving all
dominant text colors. SWT voting-based color reduction
corresponds to the first two stages of the text detection
flowchart (see yellow rectangles in Figure 1). Two spatially
connected pixels of a color-reduced image that belong to
the same color class correspond to the same connected
component as well.
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Figure 1 Flowchart of a typical region-based text detectionmethod. Yellow rectangles correspond to stages covered by our proposed method.

The proposed method improves the state-of-the-art
color reduction approach for text detection by Niko-
laou and Papamarkos [14] with additional SWT infor-
mation [8]. Since SWT pixels most likely belong to text
regions, they aremapped to color space, where they super-
vise the color reduction process, more specifically, the
mean-shifting stage. When a particular color receives a
high SWT vote, it is blocked from being mean-shifted
away.
The choice of selected methods is reasonable since

both the SWT [8] and Nikolaou color reduction-based
text detection methods [9,14] achieve state-of-the-art
results. SWT is a very robust method for detecting
parallel-like structures such as text strokes. Unfortunately,
it often fails to detect whole characters since strokes
are not necessarily completely parallel (see Figure 2b).
On the other hand, color reduction can successfully
segment whole characters. However, text colors close
to the background colors are often mean-shifted away
(see Figure 2c).
Popular text detection datasets such as the Interna-

tional Conference onDocument Analysis and Recognition
(ICDAR) 2003 dataset [15] and ICDAR 2011 dataset [16]
are inappropriate for evaluating our method since they
are annotated with word rectangles. To evaluate the per-
formance of our color reduction method, a per-character
evaluation is necessary. Thus, binary ground truth images
obtained from Computer Vision Lab Optical Charac-
ter Recognition DataBase (CVL OCR DB) [17] are used
for evaluation. Text and background pixels in ground
truth images correspond to non-zero and zero values,
respectively.
Text detection literature does not directly address

the problem of finding correct SWT search direction.
Typically, methods based on SWT execute the SWT

method in both gradient and counter-gradient direc-
tions and combine the results of both directions. This,
however, results in detecting inter-character and non-
text areas. Thus, besides SWT voting, our contribution
is an adaptive SWT direction determination method
that uses SWT profiles to partition an image into sub-
blocks and analyzes their SWT histograms of both SWT
search directions.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2

describes the proposed method in general. Sections 3
and 4 give a detailed description of both SWT direction
determination and SWT voting-based color reduction
methods. Experimental results are presented in Section 5.
The article is concluded in Section 6.

2 Proposedmethod
Text in natural scene images is distinguished from other
image structures and background by its characteris-
tic shape (character strokes are more or less parallel)
and color uniformity. Unlike many other text detection
methods that analyze either shape or color, the proposed
method combines both by integrating the SWT [8] and
Nikolaou text-oriented color reduction [14] methods.
SWTmethod proposed by Epshtein et al. [8] is a region-

based text detection method. It follows the stroke width
constancy assumption, which states that stroke widths
remain constant throughout individual text characters.
After obtaining an edge map of an input image, SWT
method locates pairs of parallel edge pixels in the fol-
lowing fashion: for each edge pixel p a search ray in the
edge gradient direction is generated, and the first edge
pixel q along the search ray is located. If p and q have
nearly opposite gradient directions, an edge pair is formed
and the distance between p and q (called stroke width)
is computed. All pixels lying on the search ray between

Figure 2 SWT and color reduction example. (a) Original image. (b) SWT image. SWT fails to detect whole characters. Letter ‘A’ in ‘RHODIA’ is not
detected completely. (c) Color-reduced image. Color reduction fails to find ‘Clairefontaine’ text, since the blue color is mean-shifted towards gray.
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p and q (including p and q) are assigned a corresponding
stroke width. After assigning stroke widths to all image
pixels, the SWT method groups pixels with similar stroke
widths into connected components and filters out those
that violate geometrical properties of the text. When the
edge threshold is sufficiently low, SWT typically finds all
characters in the image or at least small portions of each
of them. However, it often fails to detect whole charac-
ters and leaves parts of them undetected (see letter ‘A’ in
‘RHODIA’ in Figure 2b). Another SWT drawback is the
detection of non-text structures with nearly parallel edges.
Text-oriented color reduction method proposed by

Nikolaou and Papamarkos [14] and applied in [9] suc-
cessfully deals with the problem of partially detected
characters (see Figure 2c). The idea behind the method
is to reduce colors in an image to only a few dominant
image colors thus making text detection much easier. The
method starts by creating an RGB histogram hRGB of an
image. Next, initial color cubes of fixed size are randomly
generated inside the hRGB until they completely cover all
non-zero hRGB cells. To further reduce the number of
colors, the initial color cubes undergo mean-shift stage
and are shifted towards dominant gravity centers in hRGB.
Additionally, if particular color cubes appear close enough
to each other, they are merged together. Centers of the
resulting color cubes correspond to the final colors C.
Finally, color-reduced image is generated by replacing
image colors with their closest match in C. When partic-
ular text colors cover only a small portion of an image
and are not sufficiently far from other colors in the
RGB color space, they are often mean-shifted away – in
worst cases, towards background colors. In such scenar-
ios, the color reduction is unable to detect text properly
(see missing ‘Clairefontaine’ text in Figure 2c). Decreas-
ing the cube size could preserve lost text colors, but
would also increase the number of final colors, which
is unacceptable.
To overcome the problems of partially detected charac-

ters and lost text colors, we propose the following strategy
(see Figure 3): we expand the Nikolaou text-oriented color
reduction method [14] with additional stages, i.e., SWT
filter and SWT direction determination, and upgrade the
mean-shift stage with SWT voting. After obtaining the

SWT image, all pixels with non-zero SWT values are
mapped to the RGB color space using SWT lookup table
(see Section 4 for details). In order not to mean-shift
true text colors, SWT voting is performed at each mean-
shift iteration. If the source and target cubes receive high
and low numbers of SWT votes, respectively, the color
is probably leaving the safe text zone and is blocked
from shifting any further. In other cases, mean-shifting
is allowed.
The original SWTmethod [8] searches for parallel edges

in edge gradient directions. In case of a dark text on a light
background the gradient assumption is true, since search
rays always bump into the parallel character strokes. How-
ever, in the case of a light text on a dark background,
the gradient direction points out of the character, and
search rays bump into undesirable structures (as shown in
Figure 4e). In order for SWT voting to work correctly, it is
important that SWT image corresponds to true text char-
acters. To deal with both dark and light text scenarios, the
original SWT implementation runs the whole text detec-
tion flowchart twice – in gradient and counter-gradient
directions – and merges the results of both directions.
Besides being questionable, such approach is unaccept-
able to us since SWT voting demands correct SWT direc-
tions. Thus, we propose a SWT direction determination
method, which provides correct SWT image to SWT
voting stage.
We implemented the Nikolaou color reduction method

with modifications. The initial cubes are not selected
randomly as in [14] but in the following manner: RGB
histogram bins are sorted in descending order and ini-
tial cube centers are always selected from the top of
the unvisited bins list. This way, we guarantee that algo-
rithm works in deterministic fashion. HSL color model
is used for generating color-reduced images from the
final color clusters. We use HSL distance metrics defined
in [18].

3 SWT direction determination
3.1 SWT profile-based sub-block partition and selection
The left column in Figure 4 depicts the original image
(a), its gradient SWT image (c), and counter-gradient
SWT image (e). We’ll refer to them as SWT+ and

Figure 3 Flowchart of the proposedmethod. Yellow rectangles denote our contribution.
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Figure 4 SWT direction examples. (a) Original image and corresponding SWT+ (c) and SWT− (e) images. (b) Another image example with
corresponding SWT+ (d) and SWT− (f) images.

SWT−, respectively. Each color in the SWT image cor-
responds to a particular stroke width; therefore, pixels
sharing the same stroke widths are represented with the
same color. If we carefully observe both SWT images,
we can see that SWT+ is more compact and contains
less colors compared to SWT−. This is reasonable since
SWT+ corresponds to the actual text with uniform stroke
widths. On the other hand, SWT− corresponds to non-
text areas with randomly distributed ‘strokes’. However,
if we look at the right column in Figure 4, the distinc-
tion between SWT+ and SWT− is not so clear anymore.
But still, the given assumption holds for the central region
with text ‘ROŽA’.
Motivated by the observations above, we propose a

method to determine the correct SWT direction. We
compute SWT+ and SWT− of an input image I and
obtain a merged SWT∗ image by superimposing SWT−
on top of SWT+. Since SWT+ and SWT− are disjoint
(non-zero pixels of SWT+ do not overlap with non-zero

pixels of SWT−, and vice versa), the superimposition
is performed by taking SWT+ as foundation and plac-
ing SWT− pixels at corresponding locations in SWT+.
Thus, the SWT∗ image can be thought of as the union
of SWT+ and SWT−. An example of a SWT∗ image is
depicted in Figure 5a. Afterwards, we split SWT∗ image
into sub-blocks. Similar to [19] and [20], where edge pro-
files are used to find text peaks in images, we use custom
profiles to split the image. Since we count occurrences
of SWT pixels instead of edges, we’ll refer to them as
SWT profiles. The SWT∗ image is first split vertically
by identifying peak regions of its horizontal SWT pro-
file (see Figure 5b). Each vertical block (Figure 5c) is
further split horizontally into sub-blocks by identifying
peak regions of the corresponding vertical SWT profile
(Figure 5d).
After partitioning SWT∗ image into sub-blocks, each

sub-block is independently analyzed for correct SWT
direction. For a particular sub-block (SB), a sub-block
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Figure 5 SWT profiles. (a) SWT∗ image merged from SWT+ and SWT− in Figure 4c, e, respectively. (b) Horizontal SWT profile of (a) and
corresponding vertical blocks marked with dashed lines. (c) The top vertical block of (a). (d) Vertical SWT profile of (c).

SWT+
SB with the same coordinates as SB is extracted

from SWT+ image and a sub-block SWT−
SB with

the same coordinates as SB is extracted from SWT−
image. Examples of SWT+

SB and SWT−
SB sub-blocks are

depicted in Figure 6a,b, respectively. For both sub-blocks,
SWT histograms h+ and h− with Nb number of bins
are generated:

h+(i) = #{p ∈ SWT+
SB | SWT+

SB(p) > 0∧

×(i − 1)
maxSWT

Nb
< SWT+

SB(p)≤ i
maxSWT

Nb
}

h−(i) = #{p ∈ SWT−
SB | SWT−

SB(p) > 0∧

×(i − 1)
maxSWT

Nb
< SWT−

SB(p)≤ i
maxSWT

Nb
},

(1)

where i is the bin index, p is the image pixel, and
maxSWT is the maximum SWT value of both SWT+

SB
and SWT−

SB sub-blocks. Simply put, each SWT his-
togram bin contains a number of pixels with stroke
widths in a given bin range. After obtaining SWT
histograms, both histograms are sorted in ascending
order. Examples of sorted SWT histograms are depicted
in Figure 6.
While examining SWT histograms of several SWT

images, we came across some interesting observations.
SWT histograms corresponding to true text are usually
steeper, more compact, and edgier as opposed to the non-
text histograms, which are typically wider and ascend in
a more continuous fashion (see Figure 6). Our empirical
observations seem to be reasonable since the text usually
contains equal stroke widths. On the other hand, non-text

regions contain more SWT noise; therefore, stroke widths
are more evenly distributed over the whole spectrum.
To favor the histograms that correspond to true text

regions, we propose an f measure, which is an average bin
difference between adjacent non-zero bins:

f (h) = 1
Nnz

Nb∑

i=2
(h(i) − h(i − 1)), (2)

where h is a SWT histogram, and Nnz is number
of non-zero bins. The f measure favors edgier his-
tograms. Averaging with the number of non-zero bins
is crucial since it favors narrower histograms. The
SWT sub-block with higher f value is chosen as the
correct sub-block:

SWTSB = (arg max
swt

f (h(swt)) | swt ∈{SWT+
SB, SWT−

SB}).
(3)

After obtaining all sub-blocks SWTSB they are glued
together into the final SWTRES image of the same size as
the input image I.

3.2 Upper SWT boundary
When searching in non-text direction, the SWT method
often bumps into straight structures such as sign borders,
walls, etc. This anomalous behavior often produces solid
SWT regions with constant stroke widths that receive
very high f measures, typically higher than those of text
regions. Figure 7 depicts such scenario. Figure 7a,b rep-
resents SWT+

SB and SWT−
SB sub-blocks, respectively. The

first sub-block receives much higher f measure than the
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Figure 6 SWT sub-blocks and corresponding histograms. (a) SWT+
SB sub-block corresponding to the sub-block in Figure 5c. (b) SWT−

SB sub-block
corresponding to the sub-block in Figure 5c. (c) SWT histogram of (a) with measure f = 425.7. (d) SWT histogram of (b) with measure f = 111.5.

second due to the compact non-text SWT region marked
with yellow.
To avoid this issue, we define the upper SWT boundary

ubSWT and set SWT pixels with SWT values higher
than ubSWT to zero. Upper SWT boundary is defined
as weighted average of mean SWT values of both SWT
sub-blocks:

ubSWT = α · min(μ(SWT+
SB),μ(SWT−

SB))

+ (1 − α) · max(μ(SWT+
SB),μ(SWT−

SB)),
(4)

where μ(·) corresponds to the matrix mean and 0 <

α < 1. Since the distance between parallel edges of the
character is usually shorter than the distance between
the character and other structures in an image (such
as signboards), Equation 4 serves for limiting the influ-
ence of the longer (usually non-text) distance. Note that
longer distance does not always correspond to non-
text area; therefore, correct SWT direction typically
cannot be determined merely on the length observa-
tion basis. Nevertheless, the upper SWT boundary is a
very useful addition to the SWT sub-block histogram
analysis.

Figure 7 Examples of SWT sub-blocks with and without upper SWT boundary. Examples of (a) SWT+
SB and (b) SWT+

SB sub-blocks without
upper SWT boundary and (c) SWT+

SB and (d) SWT−
SB sub-blocks with upper SWT boundary, where α = 0.33. Corresponding SWT histograms are

depicted in the bottom row: (e) f = 263.2, (f) f = 119.1, (g) f = 85.9, (h) f = 133.1.
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Filtering SWT sub-blocks with upper SWT bound-
ary before generating SWT histograms and comput-
ing the f measure successfully reduces the number of
SWT outliers as shown in Figure 7c,d. In the sections
that follow, we denote the final SWTRES image simply
as SWT image.

4 SWT voting-based color reduction
The Nikolaou text-oriented color reduction method pro-
posed in [14] works very well when image colors
appear far from each other in the RGB histogram as
shown in Figure 8a,b. Colors in natural scene images,
however, usually appear much closer to each other
(Figure 8c,d) so color reduction often fails to find
non-dominant text colors, since they are mean-shifted
towards the more dominant ones. Figure 9 depicts
an example of such color reduction behavior. Initial
color clusters, their corresponding colors, and initial
color-reduced image of original image in Figure 8c are
shown in Figure 9a,b,c, respectively. Since the blue
‘Clairefontaine’ color appears too close to the back-
ground’s gray color, it is mean-shifted away as shown
in Figures 9d,e,f.

4.1 SWT lookup table
To block probable text colors from being mean-shifted
away, a correspondence between text shape and image col-
ors must be established. A key to plausible integration
of both lies in the SWT information, since image
pixels corresponding to non-zero values in the SWT

image most likely belong to text regions. Therefore,
before executing a mean-shift stage, non-zero SWT
pixels are mapped to the color space using SWT
lookup table.
SWT lookup table is a three-dimensional table of the

same size as the RGB histogram. Each table cell corre-
sponds to a particular RGB triplet and contains a list
of non-zero SWT values of all RGB occurrences in the
original image. For instance, the SWT lookup table entry
for RGB triplet (120,50,70) is generated by locating all
pixels with R = 120, G = 50 and B = 70 in the
original image and storing SWT values at correspond-
ing locations in the SWT image. If a particular color
is a text color, its SWT lookup cell contains more or
less similar SWT values. On the other hand, non-text
colors mostly contain very few SWT values (non-text
regionsmostly correspond to zero SWT values), which are
randomly distributed.
The SWT lookup table represents an efficient map-

ping from stroke width space to color space and allows
us to quickly obtain SWT information for a particular
color.

4.2 Mean-shift with SWT voting
To block text colors from being mean-shifted away,
we propose the following solution: before each mean-
shift step, SWT properties of source and target cubes
are compared (source and target cube correspond to
color cube before and after particular mean-shift step,
respectively). When a source cube rich with SWT pixels

Figure 8 RGB representations of different images. (a) An image with five dominant colors. (b) RGB representation of (a). (c) A typical natural
scene image. (d) RGB representation of (c).
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Figure 9 Initial and final color clusters. (a) Initial color clusters obtained from image in Figure 8c. (b) Initial colors corresponding to (a). (c) Initial
color-reduced image corresponding to (a). (d) Final color clusters obtained by the Nikolaou color reduction method [14]. (e) Final colors
corresponding to (d). (f) Final color-reduced image corresponding to (d). (g) Final color clusters obtained by SWT voting-based color reduction. (h)
Final colors corresponding to (g). (i) Final color-reduced image corresponding to (g).

is about to be mean-shifted towards a target cube that
is drastically poorer with SWT pixels, mean-shifting of
a current color is blocked since the probable text/non-
text transition has occurred. We call this process SWT
voting since SWT pixels cast a vote to a color they
are assigned to and determine whether it is a text or
non-text color.
Let CB denote a color cube with center CCB and

edge length LCB, and let LTSWT denote a SWT lookup
table. Before each mean-shift iteration, a smaller con-
centric SWT cube CBSWT with edge length LSWT =
β · LCB(0 < β ≤ 1) is generated inside the color
cube. The following properties of the SWT cube are
computed:

• SWT density DSWT. SWT density is a ratio between
number of non-zero SWT pixels and number of RGB
triplets covered by SWT cube area:

DSWT = #(LTSWT(CBSWT))

#(hRGB(CBSWT))
, (5)

where hRGB is the RGB histogram of an original
image.

• Standard deviation of SWT lengths SDSWTL.
SDSWTL measures stroke width variance of SWT
pixels covered by the SWT cube. Lower deviation
indicates that SWT cube covers pixels of uniform
stroke widths and therefore corresponds to a text
color.

• Standard deviation of SWT offsets SDSWTO.
SDSWTO indicates how scattered the SWT pixels are
with respect to SWT cube’s origin.

Let CBSWT1 and CBSWT2 denote source and target SWT
cubes, respectively. If the condition in Equation 6 is true,
mean-shifting is stopped, and the final mean-shift loca-
tion is set to CBSWT1 :

DSWT2 < DSWT1 · τD

DSWT1 ≥ Dmin

SDSWTL2 > SDSWTL1 · τL

SDSWTO2 < SDSWTO1 · τO

(6)
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Let us explain this condition. When a significant drop
in SWT density is detected (first row in Equation 6), the
cube is probably undergoing a text/non-text transition;
however, some additional checks need to be performed:
first, the SWT density of a source cube must be rela-
tively high. Otherwise, density drop can be a result of
SWT noise present in low SWT density cubes (second
row in Equation 6). Second, we empirically found out
that SWT length deviation typically rises when text/non-
text transitions occur (third row in Equation 6). Third,
mean-shifting from text to background color is grad-
ual, wherein transition is typically made of more than
one mean-shift steps. To assure that mean-shifting is
blocked in the first step and not in the intermediate
steps, the fourth row in Equation 6 must be true. SWT
cubes corresponding to dominant text color tints usually
have SWT pixels spread all over the cube. When mean-
shifting towards background colors, SWT pixels slowly
vanish and appear only at SWT cube borders thus low-
ering SWT offset deviation. Due to the SWT and color
noise, all four conditions in Equation 6 must be true.
Otherwise, mean-shifting proceeds normally. Parameters
τD, τL, and τO in Equation 6 determine sensitivity of
the SWT voting. By lowering/raising them, the mean-
shift stopping condition becomes more/less strict thus
affecting how many color cubes are blocked from mean
shifting any further.
Two mean-shift scenarios are shown in Figure 10.

Scenario (a) depicts mean-shifting of gray back-
ground color. SWT density is very small, and there
are no significant changes in standard deviations, so

mean-shifting proceeds. On the other hand, scenario
(b) depicts mean-shifting of the blue color (which cor-
responds to the ‘Clairefontaine’ text in Figure 8c). A
significant drop in SWT density is detected; besides, stan-
dard deviations change considerably, so mean-shifting is
blocked. Figure 9i and corresponding Figure 9g,h depict
final SWT voting-based color reduction results on the
image in Figure 8c. Unlike the Nikolaou color reduction
method [14], the proposed method preserves the blue
‘Clairefontaine’ text.

5 Experimental results
Since the popular text detection datasets such as ICDAR
[15,16] and Street View Text (SVT) [21] are annotated
with word rectangles they are inappropriate for evaluat-
ing our color reduction method, which covers the first
two stages of the text detection flowchart (Figure 1).
Therefore, we created a dataset of binary text/non-text
ground truth images obtained by manually binarizing
the first 60 images of normal category from challeng-
ing CVL OCR DB text detection dataset [17]. We will
refer to binary dataset as CVL OCR BIN DB. Both CVL
OCR DB and CVL OCR BIN DB datasets are available
for download [22]. Binarizing natural scene text
images is a very difficult and time-consuming task,
so we had to make a compromise between the
reasonable binarizing effort and the size of the eval-
uation dataset. Thus, we chose a representative
dataset of 60 images. Since our goal is to eventu-
ally binarize all CVL OCR DB images, we decided to

Figure 10Mean-shift scenarios. (a) Mean shifting from gray (bottom left) to darker gray (bottom right) is allowed. (b) Mean shifting from blue
(bottom left) to darker blue (bottom right) is blocked.
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Figure 11 An example of CVL OCR BIN DB ground truth data. (a) Original image. (b) Binary text/non-text image.

approach binarization systematically and started to
binarize from the beginning of the dataset. Figure 11
depicts an example of binary text/non-text ground truth
data. We evaluated both SWT direction determina-
tion and SWT voting-based color reduction methods
on CVL OCR BIN DB.
All experiments were carried out using the following

empirically obtained parameter values: NB = 40, α =
0.33, β = 0.63, Dmin = 0.18, τD = 0.70,τL = 0.80, τO =
0.80. Other color reduction parameters were identical as
in [14].

5.1 SWT direction determination
We evaluated both SWT direction determination meth-
ods (basic method and method with upper SWT bound-
ary). Since both methods adaptively partition image into
sub-blocks, we manually inspected each sub-block and
checked whether true SWT direction was determined.
Evaluation results are shown in Table 1.
It is important to stress out why the number of all the

text blocks is different for the basic and the advanced
methods. The upper SWT boundary shortens the SWT
lengths resulting in sparser SWT images compared to
SWT images obtained with the basic method. There-
fore, sub-block image partitions are different. Exam-
ples of SWT direction determination are shown in
Figure 12.

Relatively high detection rate in Table 1 indicates that
the SWT direction determination method (in combina-
tion with upper SWT boundary) works well and fails to
determine the correct SWT direction only in a few cases.
Since these cases typically correspond to smaller parts of
the scene text (such as words, word segments, or even
single characters), they do not critically affect the succeed-
ing SWT voting process. Enough color information is still
available in the remaining (correctly determined) parts of
the text.

5.2 SWT voting-based color reduction
State-of-the-art text-oriented color reduction method
proposed by Nikolaou and Papamarkos [14] and the SWT
voting-based color reduction methods were evaluated
in the same way as in [14]. Each connected compo-
nent CCGT in particular ground truth image is compared
to its best-detected match CCDET in the color-reduced
image. If two neighboring pixels in the color-reduced
image share the same color, they belong to the same con-
nected component. When the size ratio between CCDET
and CCGT, as well as the size ratio between intersec-
tion area CCDET ∩ CCGT and the size of CCGT, are both
larger than a threshold TR, a detection match is regis-
tered [14]. Evaluation results are shown in Tables 2 and
3. CC detection rate corresponds to a ratio between the
number of correctly detected connected components and

Table 1 SWT direction determination results

Number of text

blocks with Number of all Detection rate

correct SWT text blocks

directions

Basic SWT direction 80 100 80.00%

method

SWT directionmethod with 130 142 91.55%

upper SWT boundary
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Figure 12 SWT direction determination examples. (a, b, c) Original images. (d, e, f) SWT directions obtained using the upper SWT boundary.
Note how the method correctly determines the SWT direction of images (a) and (b) even when both dark text on light background and light text on
dark background appear simultaneously. The method is unable to detect the ‘www.mservis.si’ part of image (c) since it lies inside the rectangular
area with SWT rays bumping into it thus creating a character-like structures.

the number of all connected components in all images.
Mean detection rate is an average CC detection rate
per image [14].
Figure 13 depicts some color reduction results. The

first column of the figure corresponds to the original
images, while the second and the third columns cor-
respond to the Nikolaou and SWT voting-based color
reduction results, respectively. In the first three rows of
Figure 13, the SWT voting-based method outperforms
the Nikolaou color reduction method. The fourth row
demonstrates how the SWT voting-based method pre-
serves the red color in letter ‘E’ as opposed to the Nikolaou
method. The fifth row depicts a case where both methods
are unable to correctly segment the text due to prob-
lematic reflection in the left half of the image. But still,

Table 2 CC detection rate

Threshold TR

0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9

Nikolaou color 69.02% 65.75% 61.86% 56.95% 48.53%

reduction [14]

SWT voting-based 71.01% 67.48% 63.93% 59.84% 50.41%

color reduction

SWT voting is able to detect at least the first character
‘C’ in the ‘Caffé’.
Results in Tables 2 and 3 indicate that SWT voting

outperforms the state-of-the-art Nikolaou text-oriented
color reduction method [14]. SWT regions, most likely
belonging to text regions, contain valuable text color
information, which is used to correctly supervise the
mean-shifting in favor of text colors.

6 Conclusions
We presented a novel SWT voting-based color reduc-
tion method. First, an adaptive sub-block SWT direc-
tion determination method is described. By splitting
an image into sub-blocks and analyzing corresponding

Table 3 Mean detection rate

Threshold TR

0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9

Nikolaou color 77.71% 74.40% 71.06% 66.02% 57.40%

reduction [14]

SWT voting-based 80.24% 76.72% 73.77% 69.12% 59.27%

color reduction
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Figure 13 Color reduction examples. First column depicts original images while second and third columns correspond to the Nikolaou and SWT
voting-based color reduction results.

SWT histograms of gradient and counter-gradient direc-
tions, the method is able to achieve 91% detection
rate. Second, a SWT voting approach for color reduc-
tion is proposed. Colors rich with SWT pixels most
likely belong to text characters and are therefore blocked
from being mean-shifted away. Besides improving the
state-of-the-art Nikolaou text-oriented color reduction
approach, SWT information can be successfully applied
in the connected component filtering stage. Only con-
nected components with the SWT cover ratio higher
than a predefined threshold are treated as text. All
others are filtered out since they are not covered by

enough SWT pixels and most probably do not corre-
spond to text. SWT voting-based color reduction achieves
up to 80% mean detection rate and up to 71% CC
detection rate.
Thresholds in the SWT voting condition deter-

mine sensitivity of the text/non-text transition detec-
tion in the mean-shift stage. If the thresholds are
relaxed, even more text colors can be preserved, but
in this case text characters are often split into several
text colors. Our future work will therefore focus on
merging text colors that belong to the same text
character.
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